We point out that the τ -lepton dominance in the one-loop renormalizationgroup (RG) equations of neutrino mixing quantities allows us to set a criterion to choose the most suitable parametrization of the lepton flavor mixing matrix U : its elements U 3i (for i = 1, 2, 3) should be as simple as possible. Such a novel parametrization is quite different from the "standard" one used in the literature and can lead to greatly simplified RG equations for three mixing angles and the physical CP-violating phase(s) in the standard model or its minimal supersymmetric extension, no matter whether neutrinos are Dirac or Majorana particles. Some important features of our analytical results and their phenomenological consequences are also discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The fact that neutrinos have non-vanishing masses is a clean signal of new physics beyond the standard model (SM). To understand the small neutrino mass-squared differences and the large lepton flavor mixing angles observed in solar and atmospheric neutrino oscillation experiments [1] [2] [3] [4] , many models based on either new flavor symmetries or some unspecified interactions have been proposed at some superhigh energy scales [5] . Their phenomenological consequences at low energy scales can be confronted with current experimental data, after the renormalization-group (RG) effects on those neutrino mixing parameters are properly taken into account. Such radiative corrections can be very significant in some cases, for instance, when the masses of three light neutrinos are nearly degenerate or the value of tan β is very large in the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM).
An elegant idea to explain the smallness of left-handed neutrino masses is to introduce very heavy right-handed neutrinos and lepton number violation into the SM or MSSM and to make use of the famous seesaw mechanism [6] . Below the seesaw scale, where heavy Majorana neutrinos become decoupled, the effective neutrino coupling matrix κ obeys the following one-loop RG equation [7] :
where t ≡ ln(µ/Λ SS ) with µ being an arbitrary renormalization scale between the electroweak scale Λ EW ∼ 10 2 GeV and the typical seesaw scale Λ SS ∼ 10 10···14 GeV, and Y l is the chargedlepton Yukawa coupling matrix. In the SM, C = −1.5 and α M ≈ −3g t , where g 1 and g 2 denote the gauge couplings, y t stands for the top-quark Yukawa coupling, and λ is the Higgs self-coupling in the SM.
There are also some good reasons to speculate that massive neutrinos might be the Dirac particles [8] . In this case, the Dirac neutrino Yukawa coupling matrix Y ν must be extremely suppressed in magnitude, so as to reproduce the light neutrino masses of O(1) eV or smaller at the electroweak scale. Y ν can run from a superhigh energy scale down to Λ EW via the one-loop RG equation
where y e , y µ and y τ correspond to the electron, muon and tau Yukawa couplings, we only need to take account of the dominant τ -lepton contribution to those one-loop RG equations of neutrino mixing angles and CP-violating phases in an excellent approximation. A careful analysis shows that the τ -dominance is closely associated with the matrix elements (V M ) 3i or (V D ) 3i (for i = 1, 2, 3). This important observation implies that very concise RG equations can be obtained for those flavor mixing and CPviolating parameters, if V M (or V D ) is parametrized in such a way that its elements (V M ) 3i (or (V D ) 3i ) are as simple as possible. One may then make use of this criterion to choose the most suitable parametrization of V M or V D in deriving the one-loop RG equations.
We find that the so-called "standard" parametrization (advocated by the Particle Data Group [9] ), which has extensively been used in describing lepton flavor mixing, does not satisfy the above criterion. Instead, the parametrization recommended in Ref. [10] fulfills our present requirement 1 :
where
shown in Eq. (3) are simple enough to describe the τ -dominant terms in those one-loop RG equations of θ l , θ ν , θ and φ (as well as two Majorana phases of V M coming from P M ). In the approximation that solar and atmospheric neutrino oscillations are nearly decoupled [13] , three mixing angles of U can simply be related to those of solar, atmospheric and CHOOZ neutrino oscillations [1] [2] [3] : θ sun ≈ θ ν , θ atm ≈ θ and θ chz ≈ θ l sin θ. Hence our parametrization is also a convenient option to describe current neutrino oscillation data. The main purpose of this paper is to show that Eq. (3) is actually a novel parametrization of τ -dominance in the one-loop RG equations of neutrino mixing angles and CP-violating phases. Compared with the "standard" parametrization used in the literature, Eq. (3) leads to greatly simplified results for relevant RG equations. The latter can therefore allow us to understand the RG running behaviors of lepton flavor mixing parameters in a much simpler and more transparent way, which is of course useful for model building at a superhigh energy scale to explore possible flavor symmetries or flavor dynamics responsible for the origin of neutrino masses and CP violation.
In section II, we use Eqs. (1) and (3) to derive the one-loop RG equations of three mixing angles and three CP-violating phases for Majorana neutrinos. Section III is devoted to the one-loop RG equations of three mixing angles and one CP-violating phase for Dirac neutrinos, and to a brief comparison between the Jarlskog invariants of CP violation in Dirac and Majorana cases. Some concluding remarks are given in section IV.
II. RG EQUATIONS FOR MAJORANA NEUTRINOS
The general strategy and tactics about how to derive the one-loop RG equations for Majorana neutrino mixing parameters have been outlined in Refs. [14] [15] [16] [17] . To be specific, we take P M = Diag {e iρ , e iσ , 1} and Q M = Diag e iφ 1 , e iφ 2 , e iφ 3 . The phase parameters ρ and σ are physical and referred to as the Majorana phases. The phase parameters φ i (for i = 1, 2, 3) are unphysical, but they have their own RG evolution. Following the procedure described in Ref. [14] and taking the τ -dominance approximation, we obtain the RG equations of κ i (for i = 1, 2, 3) from Eq. (1)
In addition, the quantities ρ, σ, φ i and U ij (for i, j = 1, 2, 3) satisfy the following equations:
where ζ ij ≡ κ i − κ j / κ i + κ j . Obviously, those y 2 τ -associated terms only consist of the matrix elements U 3i (for i = 1, 2, 3). If a parametrization of U assures U 3i to be as simple as possible, then the resultant RG equations of relevant neutrino mixing angles and CPviolating phases will be as concise as possible. One can see that the parametrization of U given in Eq. (3) just accords with such a criterion, while the "standard" parametrization advocated in Ref. [9] and used in many papers (e.g., Refs. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] ) does not satisfy this requirement.
where ζ ij ≡ ζ
Comparing the RG equations of three mixing angles and three CP-violating phases obtained in Eqs. (8) and (9) with their counterparts given in Refs. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , which were derived by using the "standard" parametrization, we find that great simplification and conciseness have been achieved for our present analytical results.
As a by-product, the RG equations of three unphysical phases φ i are listed below:
It is easy to check that the relationshipφ =ρ +σ +φ 1 +φ 2 +φ 3 holds. That is why φ i should not be ignored in deriving the RG equations of other physical parameters, although these three phases can finally be rotated away via rephasing the charged-lepton fields.
Some qualitative comments on the basic features of Eqs. (7)- (10) are in order.
(a) The RG running behaviors of three neutrino masses m i (or equivalently κ i ) are essentially identical and determined by α M [15] , unless tan β is large enough in the MSSM to make the y 2 τ -associated term is competitive with the α M term. In our phase convention, κ i orṁ i (for i = 1, 2, 3) are independent of the CP-violating phase φ.
(b) Among three mixing angles, only the derivative of θ ν contains a term proportional to ζ [13] . Thus θ ν is in general more sensitive to radiative corrections than θ l and θ. The RG running of θ ν can be suppressed through the fine-tuning of (σ − ρ). The smallest mixing angle θ l may get radiative corrections even if its initial value is zero, thus it can be radiatively generated from other mixing angles and CP-violating phases.
(c) The RG running behavior of φ is quite different from those of ρ and σ, because it includes a peculiar term proportional to s −1 l . This term, which dominatesφ when θ l is sufficiently small, becomes divergent in the limit θ l → 0. Indeed, φ is not well-defined if θ l is exactly vanishing. But both θ l and φ can be radiatively generated. We may require thatφ should remain finite when θ l approaches zero, implying that the following necessary condition can be extracted from the expression ofφ in Eq. (9):
It turns out that tan φ = ζ 13 sin 2ρ − ζ 23 sin 2σ 
holds, a result similar to the one obtained in Eq. (25) of Ref. [15] . Note that the initial value of θ l , if it is exactly zero or extremely small, may immediately drive φ to its quasi-fixed point (see Ref. [19] for a relevant study of the quasi-fixed point in the "standard" parametrization of lepton flavor mixing). In this interesting case, Eq. (12) can be used to understand the relationship between φ and two Majorana phases ρ and σ at the quasi-fixed point.
(d) On the other hand, the RG running behaviors of ρ and σ are relatively mild in comparison with that of φ. A remarkable feature ofρ andσ is that they will vanish, if both ρ and σ are initially vanishing. This observation indicates that ρ and σ cannot simultaneously be generated from φ via the one-loop RG evolution. In contrast, a different conclusion was drawn in Ref. [18] , where the "standard" parametrization with a slightly changed phase convention was utilized.
(e) As for three unphysical phases, φ 2 and φ 3 only have relatively mild RG running effects, while the running behavior of φ 1 may be violent for sufficiently small θ l . A quasifixed point of φ 1 is also expected in the limit θ l → 0 and under the circumstance given by Eq. (11) or (12) .
III. RG EQUATIONS FOR DIRAC NEUTRINOS
Now let us derive the one-loop RG equations for Dirac neutrino mixing parameters. To be specific, we take P D = Diag {e iϕ 1 , e iϕ 2 , e iϕ 3 } and Q D = Diag e iα , e iβ , 1 . The phase matrix P D can be cancelled in ω, thus it does not take part in the RG evolution. The phase parameters α and β are also unphysical, but they have their own RG running behaviors. Following the procedure described in Refs. [8, 20] and taking the τ -dominance approximation, we get the RG equations of y i (for i = 1, 2, 3) from Eq. (2):
whereẏ i ≡ dy i /dt. On the other hand, the quantities α, β and U ij (for i, j = 1, 2, 3) satisfy the following equations:
Again, the y 2 τ -associated terms in Eqs. (13) and (14) only contain U 3i (for i = 1, 2, 3). These RG equations can therefore be specified in a relatively concise way, if the parametrization of U shown in Eq. (3) is taken into account.
Explicitly, the Yukawa coupling eigenvalues of three Dirac neutrinos obey the one-loop RG equationsẏ
The RG equations of three neutrino mixing angles and one (physical) CP-violating phase are given byθ
where c φ ≡ cos φ and s φ ≡ sin φ. The RG equations of two unphysical phases α and β reaḋ
The relationshipφ =α +β holds obviously, implying that α and β are not negligible in deriving the RG equations of other physical parameters. One can see that our analytical results are really concise, thanks to the novel parametrization of U that we have taken. Some qualitative remarks on the main features of Eqs. (15), (16) and (17) are in order.
(1) Like the Majorana case, the RG running behaviors of three Dirac neutrino masses m i (or equivalently y i ) are nearly identical and determined by α D [8] , unless tan β is sufficiently large in the MSSM. It is also worth mentioning thatẏ i orṁ i (for i = 1, 2, 3) are independent of both the CP-violating phase φ and the smallest mixing angle θ l in our parametrization.
(2) The derivative of θ ν consists of a term proportional to ξ 12 = −(m . Hence θ ν is in general more sensitive to radiative corrections than θ l and θ, whose derivatives are only dependent on ξ 13 = −(m . Given θ ν and θ at a specific energy scale, the smallest mixing angle θ l can be radiatively generated at another energy scale. In this case, however, it is impossible to simultaneously generate the CP-violating phase φ (see Ref. [8] for a similar conclusion in the "standard" parametrization of U). The reason is simply that φ can always be rotated away when θ l is exactly vanishing, and the proportionality relationship betweenφ and sin φ forbids φ to be generated even when θ l becomes non-vanishing.
(3) Different from the Majorana case, there is no non-trivial quasi-fixed point in the RG evolution of φ for Dirac neutrinos. Ifφ is required to keep finite when θ l approaches zero, then φ itself must approach zero or π, as indicated by Eq. (16) . On the other hand, θ l ∝ cos φ implies that the RG running of θ l has a turning point characterized by φ = π/2 (i.e.,θ l flips its sign at this point). Hence two interesting conclusions analogous to those drawn in Ref. [8] can be achieved: first, θ l can never cross zero if θ l = 0 and sin φ = 0 hold at a certain energy scale; second, CP will always be a good symmetry if θ l = 0 or sin φ = 0 holds at a certain energy scale.
(4) The RG running behavior of α is quite similar to that of φ, becauseφ =α (1 − tan 2 θ l ) holds. In addition,β = −α tan 2 θ l holds, implying that β only gets some relatively mild RG corrections.
Let us remark that the Jarlskog invariant of CP violation [21] takes the same form for Dirac and Majorana neutrinos: J = c l s l c ν s ν cs 2 s φ . If neutrinos are Dirac particles, the one-loop RG equation of J D can be expressed aṡ
It becomes obvious that J D = 0 will be a stable result independent of the renormalization scales, provided θ l or sin φ initially vanishes at a given scale. In comparison, we havė
for Majorana neutrinos, where
One can see that J M can be radiatively generated from two non-trivial Majorana phases ρ and σ, even if it is initially vanishing at a specific scale. Taking ρ = σ = 0, we arrive at C 12 = C 13 = C 23 = 0 as well asρ =σ = 0. But it is impossible to obtain the equalitẏ 
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have pointed out that the τ -lepton dominance in the one-loop RG equations of relevant neutrino mixing quantities allows us to set a criterion for the choice of the most appropriate parametrization of the lepton flavor mixing matrix U: its elements U 3i (for i = 1, 2, 3) should be as simple as possible. Such a novel parametrization does exist, but it is quite different from the "standard" parametrization advocated by the Particle Data Group and used in the literature. We have shown that this parametrization can lead to greatly simplified RG equations for three mixing angles and the physical CP-violating phase(s), no matter whether neutrinos are Dirac or Majorana particles.
The present work aims at the derivation of those one-loop RG equations and some generic discussions about their important features. A quantitative and detailed analysis of the RG running behaviors of relevant neutrino mixing angles and CP-violating phases is very desirable and will be done elsewhere. It is worth emphasizing that our analytical results are so concise that they can help understand radiative corrections to lepton flavor mixing parameters in a much simpler and more transparent way. In particular, they are expected to be very useful for model building at a superhigh energy scale (e.g., the seesaw scale) to explore possible flavor symmetries or flavor dynamics which are responsible for the origin of neutrinos masses and leptonic CP violation.
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